
ClientView Simulation WorkshopTM

Immerse your managers in your clients’ perspective - help them appreciate real 
business challenges in a virtual environment
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ClientView Simulation WorkshopTM

The ClientView Simulation WorkshopTM is a rigorous experiential workshop designed for managers to experience the complexities and challenges 

of running a business. Delivered by industry experts, it combines a complex, realistic business simulation with debriefing and concept sessions to 

equip participants with the tools to effectively address your client’s business concerns.

“An excellent experiential workshop with concepts introduced at 

the right moments to enhance the quality of learning 

experience.” 

Dhananjay Devasper, Global Delivery Head, TCS
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“enParadigm’s simulation program is a must-participate 

workshop to get hands-on learning of how to run a business 

effectively. I have not seen where learning usually gained over the 

years can be crunched into just 3 days.”

Sameer Kamath, CFO, Motilal Oswal
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Your project managers can step into your clients’ shoes,

experience real business concerns, 

appreciate cross-functional decision making and 

isolate the impact of their decisions.
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Designed for managers who 

deal with clients directly:

− Sales managers

− Pre-sales teams

− Functional consultants

− Project managers etc.

At the end of this program, your managers can:

− Navigate key client roles based on each position’s levers and 

concerns

− ‘Get’ the rationale behind customer requests and concerns, and be 

better prepared to address/defray the same

− Mature as trusted partners with a holistic view of the client’s side of 

the fence

− Solve issues with measurably fewer resources and educate your 

customer
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Experience business from your client’s point-of-view

For client-facing managers

- To experience, tackle and appreciate client 
business concerns

- To better relate to customer business needs 
and position your services appropriately

Tracking financial impact
Tools and frameworks to track the 

long-term financial impact of 
major business decisions

Long-term perspective
Create sustainable solutions 

for your client’s long-term 
concerns 

Data-driven decision making
Analyzing MIS and industry reports 

to optimize  business decisions

Cross-functional decision making
Tools to ensure your recommendations are 

inclusive and consider concerns across client 
functions
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Teams analyze previous 
results, discuss 

departmental conflicts and 
take business decisions

What happens in the workshop?
(as you put yourself in your customers’ shoes)

Cross-functional teams of 
up to 5 participants

Quarterly
results

Teams repeat this cycle over many business quarters, each with 
it’s own set of challenges and concepts.

Debrief with 
Facilitator

Concept 
sessions

Tools and frameworks, including:

- Customer value delivery
- Return on investment
- Strategic fit
- Financial impact of business decisions
- Productivity frontier

Market forces

Competing teams
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Geographies

Product considerations across:
- Mature markets
- High-growth markets
- Emerging markets

What is the business context?
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Roles
- CEO,
- Sales,
- Marketing,
- Finance, 
- Operations,
- R&D, 
- HR etc.

Business decisions
- Strategy implementation, 
- Development vs. outsourcing 

decisions,
- Positioning
- Capital budgeting
- Marketing spends etc.

Conflicts
- Margins vs. market 

share, 
- Long-term vs. short-

term,
- Marketing spend vs. 

technology 
investment etc.

Customers

Customers across 3 segments, 
each with its own focus and 
issues, differentiated by:

- Feature requirements, 
- Quality requirements,
- Volumes,
- Margins etc.

Environment

- Slowdowns, 
- Technology landscape,
- Interest rate changes,
- Labour market changes etc.

Competition

- Market share, 
- Technology investments, 
- Pricing etc.
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Q1  |  Q2  |  Q3  |  Q4  |  Q1  |  Q2  |  Q3  |  Q4  |  Q1  |  Q2  |  Q3  |  Q4  

Year 1             |             Year 2                |              Year 3 

Decision A Decision B Decision C Effect X

Market 
forces Competitor 

movements

Tracking impact of decisions
(as you put yourself in your customers’ shoes)

Teams run a business over a period of time (multiple quarters) and every result is the cumulative 

effect of decisions taken at different stages, along with market forces and competitor movements.
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Program structure*

Pre-workshop Post-workshop

Focus areas
enParadigm meets with your 

top decision-makers to 
identify clear focus areas for 

the program

Strengths & gaps
enParadigm interviews 
participants & reporting 

managers to identify 
strengths and need gaps

Retention module
1-month online retention 

module including case-based 
exercises for participants to 

reinforce insight

6-month impact analysis
enParadigm connects with 
participants and reporting 

managers to measure level of 
application

Simulation
workshop

*Detailed approach and workflow on request
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Session Plan

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Understanding strategy

Introducing the business

Simulation quarter 1

Financial reports session

Simulation quarter 2

Performance metrics session

Simulation quarter 3

Key industry drivers session

Simulation quarter 4

Positioning and customer focus

Simulation quarter 5

Board meeting, strategy review

Simulation quarter 6

Simulation quarter 7

Negotiations and partnership

Simulation quarter 8

Linking decisions to impact

Insight and action plan

Recap, review, feedback
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Our other solutions

For senior management

Leadership Simulation Workshop

For middle management

1. Aspire Simulation Workshop
2. Problem Solving & Decision Making 

Workshop

Distribution Simulation Workshop
For sales and distribution managers

Talent Quest Workshop
For HR managers

Operations Simulation Workshop
For plant managers
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Find out how this workshop can help your company

Financial
services

Manufacturing Automotive
Consumer 

goods
Infrastructure IT Pharma Oil and gas

Among our 280+ clients

John Cherian, +91 97257 69408,  john.cherian@enparadigm.com,
Hanuman Kamma, +91 8123185744, kamma.hanuman@enparadigm.com.
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